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WRITEUP BY MICHEAL PARFITT – COLORADO FLAG FOOTBALL CORNER

COLORADO FLAG FOOTBALL CORNER

Its only week two and it already feels like the end of the season is creeping up on us. 
That may be due to the kickoff of double headers in the Pro division that started this 
week. By the end of week three we will have six teams past the halfway mark of the 
season. For this week, the games got started with the Chiefs facing off against CTS 
and ended with Menace up against FOE. Even just one week into the season, 
players and teams are starting to find their groove. I am not sure if it was the match 
ups or if players took an extra shot of pre-work out, but defensive playmaking was at 
a premium this week. By the end of the day, we have two teams that have yet to 
score any points and just one team that has yet to allow any points. With how play 
has been in the first two weeks, it will not come as a surprise to me if we have a few 
PF3 records get broken this season. While we will get to the game recaps in a 
second, let us take a quick look at what we can expect to see in week three. The 
playoff positions could start to take shape as big time show downs will take place. 
After a 10am game against the Rockers, CTS will shift their focus to VIP with what is 
sure to be a battle at the line of scrimmage. VIP will then get the crack at the Huskers 
defense, who have yet to allow a point. Then a battle of the unbeatens when the 
Bulls take on Menace. Buckle up Buckeroos, week three is surely going to be a 
bucking good time. 
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GAME WRITEUP

The day started out with a slight breeze but that did not seem to affect what turned out to be 

good game between two talented squads. The Chiefs would start with the ball, but they seemed 

far from organized to start the game. As the play clock ticked away Michael Coleman took his 

place behind center. With Mondo missing to start the game, it appeared as if it was going to be a 

long day. With a delay of game penalty and not knowing when the snap was coming, the Chiefs 

first drive was anything but pretty. With only forty yards to go, CTS found the endzone on a 

touchdown reception from Jason Davis. JD ended up having him-self quite the first half as he had 

over 100 yards with just his second reception. By the end of the game, one of the league's top 

defensive backs had racked up over 140 yards on five receptions and two receiving touchdowns. 

As for the Chiefs, their second possession was night and day better than their first. Coleman got a 

little confidence and helped get the Chiefs down to the 4-yard line where Mondo ended up 

checking himself into the game, a very selfless act by Mr. Coleman if I have to say so myself. On 

Mondo’s second pass, he found Nate Colegrove for the four-yard touchdown. The Chiefs may 

have had CTS on their heels for a split second, but a veteran team knows the exact adjustments to 

make. That was evident with the Chiefs not scoring again until the later in the second half when 

CTS had a comfortable lead. The CTS offense in the first half seemed to just hit big play after big 

play. Out of 12 plays, they found the endzone three times in the first half. The second half was 

more of a methodical approach by just taking what the defense would give them. CTS would add 

to their lead on the final play of the game with a 11-yard touchdown run by Duece Richardson. A 

very good match up awaits CTS in week three when they will face off against VIP from the Springs. 

The talent and size of CTS’s O-line will be a good match up against the talent and size of VIP’s D-

line. CTS’s speed on the d-line could prove to be too much for VIP to handle and might be the 

difference maker in the game. As for the Chiefs they take on a FOE squad who has yet to find the 

endzone. Before the Chiefs could turn their attention to FOE, they still had to face Kryptonite here 

in week 2. 
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GAME WRITEUP

Just before the game I remember thinking to myself how the Chiefs just went through a tough 

game and that might make this game a close one. Boy was I wrong. There really is not a nice way 

to say this, but the Chiefs dominated Kryptonite, almost as if the Chiefs just flipped a switch. During 

Kryptonite’s first possession, the Chiefs d-line was in the QB’s face in what seemed like .1 second. 

Kryptonite ran a total of 11 plays on offense in the first half, the Chiefs sacked Kyle Gallup on five of 

those plays with one being for a safety. After a first half like that, there was only one way to go and 

that is up. Looking on the positive side, Kryptonite only allowed four sacks in the second half. 

Joking aside, they did find a way to start putting drives together and eventually would get into the 

endzone with a 62-yard touchdown reception from Bryan Daldegan. For as bad as it was on the 

offensive side, the defense of Kryptonite was able to hold the Chiefs to only two touchdowns in the 

first half. The second half is when the Chiefs started to wear down Kryptonite’s defense. The Chiefs 

scored four touchdowns on the eight plays they had on offense in the second half. Mondo was 

very efficient as he only had three incompletions in the game, throwing for four touchdowns, and 

running another two in himself. All in all, the Chiefs defense accounted for 9 sacks, one 

interception, and one safety. Leading the way for the Chiefs was Deshawn Ray, who accounted 

for five sacks. This Chiefs defensive line could be in for another big day in week 3 when they go up 

against FOE. If the Chiefs can get out to a two-touchdown lead, I don’t think FOE has the 

firepower to make up that kind of deficit. As for Kryptonite the Easter break comes as a good time 

to lick their wounds and to try to get some of their own stuff figured out. While they do face a 

veteran team in Mile High Built, the saving grace is MHB has yet to score a touchdown. For 

Kryptonite to get the win, they’ll need to find an answer to MHB’s defense. They may think about 

putting a fourth body in to help with pass protection. Kryptonite had a second game to evaluate 

their pass protection, but it was against the daunting Huskers defense. 
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GAME WRITEUP

After how bad the game against the Chiefs went for Kryptonite, I was wondering how much worse 

it was going to be against the best team in the state. Well, let us just say it didn’t get a whole lot 

better than their first game. Just before the game kicked off, I did get a quote form JuJu Hampton 

saying, “we’ll have more sacks than they’ll have completions.” He ended up being a little off on 

that prediction but only by five. The Huskers would end up getting 9 sacks from their defense, with 

Scotty Phillips and Mario Lopez leading the way with four a piece. The team that is being dubbed 

DBU, couldn’t quite come away with any interceptions but they did end up with six passes 

defended on the day. The Huskers offense wasted absolutely no time getting the scoring going 

when Antoine Kelly had a 78-yard catch and run for the six. Once again Artie had unbelievable 

game with a total of 406 total yards and 6 total touchdowns. The first real test for the Huskers will 

be in week three when they will go against VIP. The Huskers speed on the d-line is a mismatch that 

I’m guessing will give VIP all sorts of issues. If the defensive front doesn’t get the job done, then this 

ridiculously talented secondary surely will. As mentioned before, Kryptonite will be facing Mile High 

Built in week three. Kryptonite will need to correct their offensive line issues if they intend to win that 

game. One thing is for sure, Derek Watson is a flag pulling machine. He could very likely be in the 

top five for flag pulls when the season is all said and done. 
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GAME WRITEUP

While these teams have matched up in tournaments before, both squads looked a little different in 

personnel so there were some new wrinkles in both team’s game plan. For the Rockers, the game 

plan of ball control worked like a charm for most of the game, that is until the end of the game. 

They ended up scoring first when Chauncey Pryor was on the receiving end of seven-yard 

touchdown. VIP was getting things rolling just before half and it even looked like they would get on 

the scoreboard themselves. The Rockers defense had other plans as they ended up getting a big-

time sack on third down. After the sack it appeared that VIP had gained a big chunk of yards that 

would have put them in striking distance of the endzone. The completion was called back due to 

an offensive player not having flags on and the first half game clock ticked away to zeros. VIP did 

however finally get on the scoreboard in the second half when Juan Gallegos threw a 19-yard 

touchdown pass. The Rockers would counter with an 18-yard touchdown pass from Pat Yanda. VIP 

went on to score two more unanswered touchdowns to take the lead. Of course, you can never 

count out the Rockers with Pat at the helm and he drove them all the way down to within scoring 

distance. A pass to the endzone would end up being intercepted by Russell Curtis to end the 

game. This was one of the more physically demanding games at the line of scrimmage. VIP had 

some success at getting pressure in the first half, but they seemed to flip a switch in the second 

half the resulted in a many more contested throws. The talent on this VIP team is no joke and it will 

come as no surprise if they shock a couple of the upper Pro division teams. They will have a tough 

test against the Huskers in week three. They will need to find a way to corral Artie if they want any 

chance to win. Of course, their biggest key will be giving Juan time in the pocket to find his 

talented wide outs. The Rockers will have their first double header next week when they go against 

CTS and Mile High Built. Half the mambers on CTS knows the Rockers play calls so we may not see 

the typical Rockers no huddle offense. It will be interesting to see how the Rockers game plan 

against an opponent that knows them so well. The key to success against MHB will be the Rockers 

ability to keep MHB out of the endzone. Even though MHB has a tough defense they have had 

trouble scoring and if the Rockers can keep that trend going then a win should be in their future. 
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GAME WRITEUP

The way this game started off was not what I, or anyone else, was expecting. Within each team’s first six 

plays on offense the opposing teams defense had come away with two interceptions. The difference 

came when the Bulls were able to capitalize off one of their INT’s to gain a seven to nothing lead. While 

both team’s defenses had a good game, the Bulls defense was able to make a few more plays that 

ended up separating the two teams in this one. The defensive front for the Bulls was once again creating 

havoc even though it may not show up on the stat sheet. As much as that d-line was creating pressure 

on the offense, the player that really made the biggest impact in the game was Marcell Redd. Marcell 

was like a of flash lightning on the field. He started out with two interceptions within three plays. The third 

play of that sequence he got the flag pull. By the end of the day Marcell had come away with five flag 

pulls, two interceptions, along with two other pass break ups. With the Bulls defense playing so well, the 

two scores the offense put up ended up being plenty. Of course, the defense would add one score of 

their own when Justin Willis returned an interception for six. Let me just say from what I have seen of this 

Bulls defense, there really aren’t any weaknesses. I don’t think this team has even hit its peak yet and 

they are playing some top-notch ball. A match up with Menace for week three brings a fair amount of 

intrigue as the seasons midway point approaches. Both teams are unbeaten so far, but the Bulls are 

looking to show they are the new team to beat. The former Menace, now Bulls, players are going to be 

big time story lines to watch. As stated before, Mile High Built had a good defensive outing but just 

couldn’t find their offensive groove. The d-line continues to get better, and Broderick Sargent now has 

three sacks on the season after getting two this game. His pass rush from the middle of the line has been 

darn near impossible to stop so far in the early part of the season. The biggest thing MHB needs to do is 

find an answer on offense. They have yet to score any points, and they will have two games to rectify 

that in week three. The two games are very crucial for MHB as they will go against Kryptonite and the 

Rockers. MHB’s defense will match up well against Kryptonite but scoring on their defense that is allowing 

35 points a game on average, will be the true test. So, if MHB fails to even score one touchdown against 

Kryptonite there could be cause for concern. The second game will be a little bit more difficult when 

they go against the Rockers. Mile High Built should try to maintain ball control as there key to victory.   
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In our final game we witnessed the third shutout of the day when Menace beat FOE 21 to 0. While the 

score tells one story the play on the field, in the first half at least, was a different story. FOE is the other team 

currently in the league has yet to score a point. Their offense struggled to find any kind of rhythm, in fact 

the longest play on the day for their offense was a 19-yard pass play. Part of the inadequacy could have 

been due to the wind, but another part was the lack of time to throw the ball. At times it feels like the 

opposing teams defense is on the QB right when the ball is snapped. I did notice FOE started to use quicker 

passes, but they need to find a way to string drives together. Another reason why the offense is struggling 

could be WR are not getting open. Menace’s defense ended up having 7 pass deflections on the day 

which could also mean the route combinations FOE is trying to run are too complicated for the time the QB 

is allowed to throw the ball. On defense, FOE ended up getting two interceptions in the first half both made 

by Malik Manuel. Jesse Eaton of Menace struggled in the first half as he had over-throws and missed reads 

like crazy. He would finally get it together at the end of the first half when he found Kyle Trinidad for six. In 

the second half it was as if a different person was in at QB. While Jesse did not light up the stat sheet, he 

did end up finding a little groove and throwing for two touchdowns in the limited time their offense had the 

ball. Something for teams to keep an eye on, Menace has converted on all extra-point kicks so far this 

season. While they have yet to kick a field goal it is only a matter of time and will that time be at the end of 

a game. Menace’s defense has played pretty good so far to start the season, but a big-time test awaits 

them in week three when they go against the Bulls. Menace will need to keep any emotions in check, 

seeing teammates from last season in the opposing team’s jersey. The other hurdle for Menace is that those 

former players are well versed in both sides of the playbook. Putting in a few wrinkles or fake calls will be 

highly advised for the upcoming game. Of course, it is always a good matchup when Donovan Haynes 

goes up against Mason Barrett. My key to victory for Menace will be getting out to a quick start on offense 

and putting a ton of pressure on the QB. FOE is scheduled to see the Chiefs in week three. Not quite new 

opponents as these two teams have seen each other before but in the Comp division. Both teams’ rosters 

are quite different from the last time they have seen each other, so it could be like playing a new team. 

FOE can bet the Chiefs will be bringing three pass rushers on almost every down. They may think about 

bringing in an extra blocker to help create some time for Mr. Hoffman to find some open receivers.  On 

defense, FOE will need their faster defensive lineman because they will see a very mobile QB in Mondo. 

One of the biggest keys will be forcing Mondo into throwing the ball in ill-advised situations.   

GAME WRITE-UP                             WRITEUP BY MICHEAL PARFITT – COLORADO FLAG FOOTBALL CORNER

GAME DAY 

03.28.21
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Statistics
Passing: 18-21 • 272 yds • 4 tds

Rushing: 4 att • 63 yds • 2 td

Statistics
2 int • 5 flag pulls • 2 pass defenses

vs. Kryptonite

vs. Mile High Built
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GAME DAY  03.28.21

GAME WRITEUP

After the first week there is always some apprehension on just how good or bad teams may 

actually be. In week two we may not have all the answers, but we do start to see the team’s 

distance themselves. As far as this Mile High Mana team goes, they just could be a real contender 

even with their QB inured. The spread offense did not seem to faze them all that much as 

evidence by the 8 points the Lightning were held to. While there were some miscues from both 

offenses, both teams’ defenses played pretty well. These teams would not settle anything in the 

two halves of the game and so it went to overtime. The Lightning got the first crack in overtime but 

the pass from John Everhart was just out of reach of Carl. Mana would end up seizing their 

opportunity and running with it, literally as they scored on a QB scramble. This game still may not 

answer just how good this Mana team is but as we speak, they do sit with two wins and zero loses. 

As for the Lighting the opportunity to get their first win of the season would come just moments 

after the final whistle. The Lightning had to turn right around and face Empire. 

WRITEUP BY MICHEAL PARFITT – COLORADO FLAG FOOTBALL CORNER
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GAME DAY  03.28.21

GAME WRITEUP

After a first week loss, both teams were looking to get their first win of the season. It was apparent 

that both teams did not want to go winless in week two. The two offenses were able to find their 

rhythm quickly as both were able to put scores up on their first drive. After that, the defenses would 

end up getting settled in. When Jesse Jackson returned a pick six it felt like Empire was in firm 

control as they were up 22 to 12. After a score and two-point conversion, it was time for the 

Lightnings defense to step up big time. Who else to do just that than Ben Butler, as he nabbed two 

sacks on first and second downs. On third, Andrez Gallion just put a little too much mustard on the 

throw. The Lightning would pull ahead on the legs of John Everhart. After getting the ball with a 

little more than three mins to go in the game, Empire had a fair shot at getting the go ahead score 

but they failed to get a first down. While Empire is sitting at 0 and 2, they are still one of the more 

dangerous Comp teams out there. After these two teams just played each other, in week three 

they will play the same opponent in the Lycans. That will be a tough back-to-back for the Lycans. 

WRITEUP BY MICHEAL PARFITT – COLORADO FLAG FOOTBALL CORNER
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GAME DAY  03.28.21

GAME WRITEUP

The Disciples are already creating space between them and everyone else in the Comp. They 

would go on to control the game from start to finish in this one. On the second play on defense, 

Joe Dean came away with an interception which was his first of two on the day. The Disciples 

would go on to score shortly after that. The Lycans offense had trouble finding much of any room 

against such a stingy defense. The game would really be put away when Haydn Strauss scored on 

a screen early in the second half. Right now, the Disciples are playing complimentary ball which is 

translating into wins. A game against Mile High Mana is on the docket for week three. That could 

be a very good game but on paper the Disciples are the better team. The Disciples have the 

possibility to wrap up the #1 seed in week 3 but a lot of things would have to happen. The Lycans 

are still finding their way in the PF3. A tough week three awaits the Lycans as they will go up 

against the spread offense of the Lightning and then go up against a physical Empire team. They 

may want to try getting the screen and short game working against those teams. 

WRITEUP BY MICHEAL PARFITT – COLORADO FLAG FOOTBALL CORNER
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DISCIPLES

DISCIPLES
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AURORA CENTRAL HS •  AURORA CO

MANUAL HS  •  DENVER CO

TEAM W L T PF PA PD GB GP

Colorado Huskers 2 0 0 92 0 92 - 2

Bulls 2 0 0 33 6 27 - 2

CTS 2 0 0 46 12 34 - 2

Colorado Menace 2 0 0 42 12 30 - 2

VIP 1 1 0 28 28 0 1 2

Denver Rockers 1 1 0 34 36 -2 1 2

Denver Chiefs 1 2 0 66 54 12 1.5 3

Mile High Built 0 2 0 0 38 -38 2 2

FOE 0 2 0 0 67 -67 2 2

Kryptonite 0 3 0 20 108 -88 2.5 3

TEAM W L T PF PA PD GB GP

The Disciples 3 0 0 65 6 59 - 3

Mile High Mana 2 0 0 40 8 32 0.5 2

Denver Lightning 1 2 0 34 63 -29 2 3

Empire 0 2 0 28 38 -10 2.5 2

Lycans 0 2 0 0 52 -52 2.5 2
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forecast source: www.wunderground.com

MANUAL HS  •  DENVER CO

AURORA CENTRAL HS •  AURORA CO

PREMIER FLAG FOOTBALL FEDERATION
COLORADO’S MOST COMPETITIVE 8 V 8 FULL CONTACT FLAG FOOTBALL LEAGUE 

Visitor Home Team Location Start Time

FOE vs Denver Chiefs Manual HS 9:00 AM MDT

Denver Rockers vs CTS Manual HS 10:00 AM MDT

VIP vs CTS Manual HS 11:00 AM MDT

VIP vs Colorado Huskers Manual HS 12:00 PM MDT

Bulls vs Colorado Menace Manual HS 1:00 PM MDT

Kryptonite vs Mile High Built Manual HS 2:00 PM MDT

Denver Rockers vs Mile High Built Manual HS 3:00 PM MDT

Visitor Home Team Location Start Time

The Disciples vs Mile High Mana Aurora Central HS 10:00 AM MDT

Denver Lightning vs Lycans Aurora Central HS 11:00 AM MDT

Empire vs Lycans Aurora Central HS 12:00 PM MD

Time Conditions Temp. Feels Like Precip Amount Cloud Cover Dew Point Humidity Wind

8:00 am SunnySunny 47 F 44 F 0 % 0 in 7 % 19 F 33 % 5 mph E

9:00 am SunnySunny 50 F 47 F 0 % 0 in 2 % 20 F 29 % 8 mph NE

10:00 am SunnySunny 54 F 50 F 0 % 0 in 5 % 20 F 27 % 10 mph NE

11:00 am SunnySunny 54 F 51 F 0 % 0 in 10 % 21 F 28 % 12 mph NE

12:00 pm SunnySunny 55 F 52 F 4 % 0 in 16 % 20 F 25 % 13 mph ENE

1:00 pm Mostly SunnyMostly Sunny 56 F 52 F 4 % 0 in 20 % 19 F 24 % 15 mph ENE

2:00 pm Mostly SunnyMostly Sunny 57 F 53 F 4 % 0 in 28 % 18 F 22 % 16 mph NE

3:00 pm Partly CloudyPartly Cloudy 56 F 52 F 4 % 0 in 41 % 17 F 22 % 18 mph NE

4:00 pm Partly CloudyPartly Cloudy 55 F 50 F 4 % 0 in 42 % 16 F 22 % 17 mph NE
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For updates on all the Colorado Flag Football Leagues go to the 

Colorado Flag Football Corner Facebook page and “Like” it!

www.facebook.com/Coloradoflagfootball

COLORADO FLAG FOOTBALL CORNER

PREMIER FLAG FOOTBALL FEDERATION
COLORADO’S MOST COMPETITIVE 8 V 8 FULL CONTACT FLAG FOOTBALL LEAGUE 

AURORA CENTRAL HS •  AURORA CO

MANUAL HS  •  DENVER CO

Favorite Line Underdog

Chiefs -14 FOE

CTS -8 Rockers

CTS -6 VIP

Huskers -10 VIP

Bulls -5 Menace

Mile High Built -3 Kryptonite

Rockers -6 Mile High Built

Favorite Line Underdog

Disciples -5 Mile High Mana

Lightning -6 Lycans

Empire -7 Lycans
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PF3 POWER RANKINGS

1st Place Votes (*)

RANK TEAM TREND

1 Colorado Huskers -

2 Colorado Bulls -

3 CTS -

4 Colorado Menace -

5 VIP -

6 Denver Chiefs +1

7 Denver Rockers -1

8 Mile High Built -

9 Kryptonite -

10 FOE -

11 Disciples -

12 Mile High Mana +2

13 Denver Lightning -

14 Mile High Empire -2

15 Lycans -

PREMIER FLAG FOOTBALL FEDERATION
COLORADO’S MOST COMPETITIVE 8 V 8 FULL CONTACT FLAG FOOTBALL LEAGUE 
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2021 PF3 BEST OF THE BEST IX
LOVELAND SPORTS PARK

JUNE 26 th /  27 th

( F I E L D S  A N D  D A T E S  C O N F I R M E D )

PREMIER FLAG FOOTBALL FEDERATION
COLORADO’S MOST COMPETITIVE 8 V 8 FULL CONTACT FLAG FOOTBALL LEAGUE 
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Welcome to the PF3 Series Race!  Below are a few tournaments other than our leagues that will 

be run this year.   We will be giving out a NEW AWARD called the PF3 Series Award that will be 

given to the team that accumulates the most points in both league and tournament finishes!  

Point system is on the following page!  Good luck to all teams this year!

PREMIER FLAG FOOTBALL FEDERATION
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1st Place 4000.00
2nd Place 3750.00
3rd Place 3500.00
4th Place 3250.00
5th Place 3000.00
6th Place 2750.00
7th Place 2500.00
8th Place 2250.00
9th Place 2000.00

10th Place 1750.00
11th Place 1500.00
12th Place 1250.00
13th Place 1000.00
14th Place 750.00
15th Place 500.00
16th Place 250.00

Best of the Best
1st Place 2500.00
2nd Place 2300.00
3rd Place 2100.00
4th Place 1900.00
5th Place 1700.00
6th Place 1500.00
7th Place 1300.00
8th Place 1100.00
9th Place 900.00

10th Place 700.00
11th Place 600.00
12th Place 500.00
13th Place 400.00
14th Place 300.00
15th Place 200.00
16th Place 100.00

PF3 Tournament Series Pts

1st Place 1250.00
2nd Place 1150.00
3rd Place 1050.00
4th Place 950.00
5th Place 850.00
6th Place 750.00
7th Place 650.00
8th Place 550.00
9th Place 450.00

10th Place 350.00
11th Place 300.00
12th Place 250.00
13th Place 200.00
14th Place 150.00
15th Place 100.00
16th Place 50.00

Pro League Pts
1st Place 625.00
2nd Place 575.00
3rd Place 525.00
4th Place 475.00
5th Place 425.00
6th Place 375.00
7th Place 325.00
8th Place 275.00
9th Place 225.00

10th Place 175.00
11th Place 150.00
12th Place 125.00
13th Place 100.00
14th Place 75.00
15th Place 50.00
16th Place 25.00

Comp League Pts

PREMIER FLAG FOOTBALL FEDERATION
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PREMIER FLAG FOOTBALL FEDERATION
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WHAT ARE RANKING POINTS
Ranking Points are the FFWCT’s reward and ranking system provided to teams throughout the year through participation in various FFWCT 

sanctioned leagues and tournaments.
WHAT ARE POINTS USED FOR

Ranking Points will be used for determining seeding into FFWCT hosted and sanctioned tournaments. At our National and World 
Championship tournaments, Ranking Points will now be used to determine the draft order for pool play seeding. Points will accumulate 

throughout the year and will determine our rankings for the top teams across each division from all over the world!
HOW DO YOU EARN RANKING POINTS

Ranking Points will be earned by participating in various FFWCT hosted and sanctioned leagues and tournaments. You will earn a set 
amount of Participation Points simply for playing that scales with your division (PRO, Competitive, Recreational, Amateur), bonus 

Champions Points for teams placing in the top 10 of each division, along with Early Bird Points at select events for teams registering early. 
See the chart below for a full breakdown of how many points may be earned at each event.

Participation Points are awarded just for playing in each League or Tournament, per the chart below.

Champions Points are awarded to teams who place in the top 10 of each division at FFWCT hosted or sanctioned events, per the chart below.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Q) What events will Ranking Points be used at for seeding?

A) The 2021 season started January 1st, so all FFWCT hosted or sanctioned events will use Ranking Points for seeding through our Tampa 
World Championship tournament next January 2022.

Q) When will Ranking Points reset?
A) Ranking Points will reset mid January, 2022, following the Tampa World Championships. The Ranking Points teams receive from 

participating in this event will start the new set of points for 2023.
Q) Can Ranking Points be transferred to another team, format or division?

A) No, teams cannot use Ranking Points for seeding into another format, or for another team. Only exception will be for a team moving 
between PRO, Competitive and Recreational divisions.

In additional to our Local PF3 Series Race we would like to announce that our leagues 

and tournaments will also be included in the FFWCT Point Ranking System this year!  Below 

is a detailed description of how you can earn points and rankings!
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REMINDER: It is on the team captains to make sure their players know the rules and follow 
them. There is absolutely NO FIGHTING. Doing so will result in HEAVY fines and 

suspensions. The rules are there for a reason. If fights happen then we may lose the rights to 
play on the amazing fields, we have.  Also, after each game the sidelines will be checked to 

make sure the trash has been cleaned up. Fines will be implemented to teams that leave 
their sidelines trashed. So  please clean up after yourselves and your fans. Let's have good 

sportsmanship and have a great season. 

The PF3 Code of Conduct/Suspensions/Fines/Penalties document can be found on our 
website www.premierflagfootball.com.  Click on the Home tab, then select Documents.  

FREE AGENT LISTING! GUARANTEED PLACEMENT OR YOUR MONEY BACK!!!

Don't have a team, and have the talent to compete in the PF3's PRO or Competitive levels? 
Individuals (18 years and older) looking to play in our league can register here and get listed 

on our Team Captains Facebook page!  Free agents must register and pay a $25 fee (plus 
transaction fee) to be placed on a league's free agent list.   Premier Flag Football 

Federation will make an effort to place each and every free agent!  If a free agent is unable 
to be placed on a team, then all fees will be refunded.  Addition team fees may be required 

by the team that makes the decision to add free agent to their roster.

Register at: www.premierflagfootball.com/freeagent

FREE AGENT LISTINGS

CODE OF CONDUCT/FINE/PENALTIES REMINDER

PREMIER FLAG FOOTBALL FEDERATION
COLORADO’S MOST COMPETITIVE 8 V 8 FULL CONTACT FLAG FOOTBALL LEAGUE 
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BSN - TRIPLE THREAT FLAG BELTS - PF3 APPROVED

Flag football is a game everyone can enjoy. The Triple Threat Flag Football Belt in Red will 
be there to join in the fun — game after game. Belt attaches with break-resistant 
polyethylene clip. Vinyl-coated polyester flags (three), will not tear; permanently sewn 
onto web belt. When a player is tackled, the whole belt comes off so there are no pieces to 
lose. Washable belt. Sizing adjusts with slide.

• Three flags permanently sewn onto the web belt.
• Entire belt comes off - no parts to lose!  Belts are washable.
• Vinyl coated polyester flag will not tear
• Flag size: 2 1/4"W x 14 1/2"L  
• Heavy duty polyethylene "gator clip" 
• Adjusting slide for sizing
• Belt clips are color coded to indicate size

Specify size when ordering:
• SMALL:    22” - 32”  RED Belt Clip
• MEDIUM: 28” - 38”  YELLOW Belt Clip
• LARGE:    32” - 44”  BLUE Belt Clip
• X-LRG:     38” - 52”  GREEN Belt Clip

TO ORDER CALL 800.856.3488
Give them our PF3 Account # 2804984

PREMIER FLAG FOOTBALL FEDERATION
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Awards, design, and sublimated steel prints!
• Championship team photo steel prints!
• Past PF3 Report steel prints!
• PF3 cover customized with your photo!
• Choose from multiple templates!
• “Like” our Facebook page & message your request!
• www.facebook.com/juillardaward

premierflagfootball.com facebook.com/PremierF3  
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Custom Sublimated Gaiter Face Masks!
MESSAGE US FOR SPECIAL PF3 PRICING!

CUSTOM SUBLIMATED GAITERS!!!

Order your custom Gaiter Masks for you, or your team!  Go to the Juillard 

Awards Facebook page and message them if you want to order!  

We will also ship to any team outside of Colorado also!

https://www.facebook.com/juillardawards

PREMIER FLAG FOOTBALL FEDERATION
COLORADO’S MOST COMPETITIVE 8 V 8 FULL CONTACT FLAG FOOTBALL LEAGUE 
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On the field. Off the field. 
Always in the game!

Look for Gian Lasher’s live podcast for the Best of the Best VIII

premierflagfootball.com facebook.com/PremierF3  
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Welcome to Five Happy Hearts,

Photography services for families, Seniors, kids, Sports, Weddings, Sweet 16 & Quinceaneras. We will provide you with a fun and 
amazing photo experience. This includes a striving to make sure you leave with a Happy Heart, quality prints, all wrapped up in a 
photo session all about YOU!

Your photo session will be personalized to you. We will work together to come up with a plan to fit your personality and style. Our goal 
is to give you an experience captured in photos that you and your family can look back at and remember some of the laughs and
smiles we shared during your session.

Take a look around.... We hope you see a familiar face and that little something catches your eye and warms your heart a little bit.

Daniel Cordova
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Family Owned Business specializing in Custom 
Home Improvements, including custom decks, 
fences, cabinets, and trim carpentry. 
Combined 10+ years experience in construction 
and cabinetry. We offer free job evaluations 
and price quotes. We will even negotiate 

competitor's pricing, if needed. Insured.

PREMIER FLAG FOOTBALL FEDERATION
COLORADO’S MOST COMPETITIVE 8 V 8 FULL CONTACT FLAG FOOTBALL LEAGUE 
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David Knighton • Vice President • Knights Roofing

Tel: 719.900.3645

knightbreroofing@gmail.com

knightsroofs.com
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Joel Kruschwitz • Strategic-Partner • Schooley Mitchell

15762 East Crestridge Circle, Centennial, CO 80015

Tel: 303-748-4154
joel.kruschwitz@schooleymitchell.com

We Increase your Profits – We are your Vendor Watchdogs!

mailto:Joel.kruschwitz@schooleymitchell.com
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ABOUT US

We are an inclusive lifestyle 

brand that helps millennials 

seeking purpose, passion, and 

fulfillment from their 

professional and personal lives 

become the most successful 

version of themselves!

Corey Sample • Tel: (267) 872-9508  • csamp9@gmail.com

https://www.facebook.com/csamp20

info@themindsetofahustler.com

themindsetofahustler.com

mailto:csamp9@gmail.com
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IF YOU HAVE A COMPANY AND WOULD LIKE TO HAVE 
AN AD INCLUDED IN THIS MAGAZINE OR OUR SOCIAL 
MEDIA PAGES PLEASE MESSAGE US THROUGH OUR 

FACEBOOK PAGE!    

https://www.facebook.com/PremierF3

WE HAVE SEVERAL SPONSORSHIP LEVELS AVAILABLE AND 
WE CAN ADJUST THEM TO FIT YOUR NEEDS!  

ALL MONEY FROM OUR SPONSORS WILL BE USED TO GROW 
OUR ORGANIZATION!   MORE EQUIPMENT, MORE LEAGUE 

STAFF, 
BETTER WEBSITE DESIGN, ETC .

WE ARE PARTICULARLY INTERESTED IN WORKING WITH 
CAPTAINS, PLAYERS, OR OTHER FAMILY MEMBERS WHO 

HAVE TIES TO OUR ORGANIZATION WITH SUCCESSFUL 
BUSINESSES WHO WANT THE EXTRA EXPOSURE!  WE WANT 

TO TAKE CARE OF OUR OWN!!!

BE APART OF OUR GROWTH AND OUR QUEST TO BE ONE OF 
THE TOP FLAG FOOTBALL ORGINAZATIONS IN THE STATES!!!

PREMIER FLAG FOOTBALL FEDERATION
COLORADO’S MOST COMPETITIVE 8 V 8 FULL CONTACT FLAG FOOTBALL LEAGUE 
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LEAGUE & PF3 REPORT STAFF

JESSE EATON • OWNER

CORY JUILLARD • JUILLARD AWARDS • DESIGN

MICHAEL PARFITT• COLORADO FLAG FOOTBALL CORNER • ARTICLES

MICHEAL JAY • PHOTOGRAPY

CARLOS ROMERO • CHIEF EDITOR

premierflagfootball.com facebook.com/PremierF3  

THE PF3 THANKS YOU ALL FOR PARTICIPATING IN THE 
2021 PF3 SPRING LEAGUE!   

Premier Flag Football Federation, LLC


